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NOTICE 

Innovation Day -Oct 15, 2022 

All Students and Faculty Members, 

COER Incubation and Innovation Centre is celebrating National Innovation Day on October 15, 

2022. All the students, faculty members of COER Institutions of higher education are invited to 

participate in all the events, show case your innovations. 

Following are the details of the events to be held 

1. Design Thinking Workshop- from 10:AM to 12:00 PM 

2. Workshop on Business Model Canvas- from 12PM to 1:00 PM 

3. Project/Startup Idea Competition-From 2:PM-5:00 PM.  Last date of registration Oct 

09, 2022.First round of screening Oct 10, 2022, only short-listed groups/participants can 

participate in the coemption on Oct 15, 2022.Winners may get incubation support of Rs 

1Lac to incubate their idea in incubation center and attractive cash prizes 

Following Industry Problem Statements have been suggested by the 

Industry Experts 

Interested Faculty/students can choose any of the below given problems or can choose their 

own problem and start working on implementation and can present 

solution/prototype/strategy on innovation day: 

1. Building a data generator that can be used to do performance testing 

2.Facial recognition using tensor flow library 

3. Integrate Alexa and say compile code and code gets compiled 

4. Parse sms data and build income estimation model 

5. Making Solar power affordable (right now it has very high capital costs) 

6. A cheap affordable (by middle class) air cleaner to reduce pollution inside the homes 

8.Expense Management SaaS - Corporates, companies, startups everyone has expenses, how do 

you track, approve, automate this process in simplistic ways 
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9.Purchase Order to Pay Record Keeping SaaS - Businesses raise purchase orders and keep track 

of deliveries before paying the vendor. A recording, approval & automation engine for such use 

cases. 

10.Influencer Led Ecommerce - Instagram, FB & other social media platforms were developed for 

social interactions & are not commerce native. It’s a common trend now to setup stores on 

Instagram & cross sell. Can a influencer first ecommerce platform be built? 

11.Whatsapp Product Discovery - Chatbot integrated with WhatsApp that can help person in 

finding cheapest products online across platforms.                                                                                                                                                                              

12.One problem in Telecom industry is ducting. Ducting is impacting telecom performance 

whenever there is change in atmospheric temperature and humidity, signals get trapped in this duct 

and travel up to 40 km, 100 km, 150 km... whereas they are intended to cover only 1.5-3 km max 

in 4G. 

 

All register on link given below for project/startup idea coemption: 

https://forms.gle/f7EL6fNpbibbKZhp8 

For any query contact at :9675028282, 9412929298 

                                            

(B D Patel)    (Dr B M Singh) 

In-charge-CIIC                                                                                     Director-CIHE 
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